




Several Ways of Writing and Reading 
 
 

Writing Mode (that 
is most written 
orientation)   

Direction of 
Characters in a line 

 Progression of 
Lines 

Examples  Remarks   

Horizontal Left to Right Top to Bottom  English, Hindi, 
many  Indian 
languages 

Book Binding 
on left and pages 
progress from 
left to right 

Horizontal  Right to Left  Top to Bottom  Urdu  Binding on right 
and pages 
progress from   
right to left 

Vertical  Top to Bottom  Left to Right Traditional 
Mongolian Script 
and its offshoots 
like Manchu 

 

Vertical Top to Bottom  Right to Left   
 
 

Traditional  
Chinese, Japanese, 
and Korean 

Also written 
horizontally left 
to right 
nowadays and 
lines progressing 
top to bottom 
like Hindi or 
English.i  
 

Vertical  Bottom to Top Left to Right Ogham (an ancient  
script named after 
Irish God Ogma) 

Was also written 
horizontally  

Vertical  Bottom to Top  Right to Left  Ancient Berber 
texts; Orkhon when 
written vertically, it 
read from bottom to 
top and right to left.  

 

In inscriptions, 
Ancient Berber 
texts start either 
at the bottom 
left or bottom 
right and run 
upwards. 
Monumental 
inscriptions 
generally run in 
horizontal lines 
from right to 
left.  

 
Any direction 
convenient  

As per orientation  As per orientation  Ancient Egyptian 
(Hieroglyphic) 

 

Horizontally 
from right to left 
or left to right or 
vertically from 
top to bottom 



Source: ‘Robust Vertical Text Layout’ at http://www.unicode.org/notes/tn22/;  
 http://www.omniglot.com/writing/direction.htm; and Wikepedia.  

We have not discussed here the issues when vertical scripts are sought to be written horizontally or horizontal 
scripts are sought to be written vertically. Or how the letters/alphabets/glyphs are oriented in each case.  These 
have become important because now computers have to handle all these and able to recognize and organize 
‘automatically’. Then there are issues of rtl scripts written in ltr texts and vice versa. We will discuss them in a 
separate article. But the point we are trying to make is that there are different ways of doing things and 
especially wrt writing. On needs to understand why different systems have come up in different countries. But 
like in everything else, ltr writing systems with lines progressing top to bottom seem to be replacing 
traditional ways of writing.  

 
                                                 

i Or it was  occasionally right to left in horizontal lines. In Taiwan   Chinese is often written vertically, while in China and Singapore 
it is usually written horizontally.  Where a text is written in horizontal format, pages are read in the same order as English or Hindi 
books, with the binding at the left and pages progressing to the right. Vertical books are printed the other way round, with the 
binding at the right, and pages progressing to the left. 

Boustrophedon 
languages  
 

Written in horizontal 
lines running 
alternatively from 
right to left then left 
to right. 

 Hungarian Runes, 
Linear B, Rongo 
Rongo Sabaean, 
Etruscan  (Etruscan 
is also written  
sometimes from 
right to left in 
horizontal lines.) 

 

Boustrophedon, 
comes from the 
Greek βους 
(bous) "ox" + 
στρεφειν 
(strefein) "to 
turn", because it 
resembles the 
path an ox 
makes when 
plowing field, 
turning at the 
end of each row 
to return in the 
opposite 
direction.  

 

In paired columns 
zigzagging 
downwards from left 
to right 

  Mayan inscriptions  Any faces on the 
glyphs generally 
look towards the 
beginning of the 
line, as with 
Egyptian 
Hieroglyphs. 
Elsewhere it was 
usually written 
horizontally 
from left to right 
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